Volcano Response
The world is unprepared for the next large volcanic eruption which could trigger global surface cooling for years to decades. Scientists are working
together to bridge the gaps in our understanding of the impacts of large volcanic eruptions and define what's the strategy to be better prepared for the
next one.
VolRes (Volcano Response) is an international climate initiative from the WMO-SPARC-SSiRC working group (http://www.sparc-ssirc.org) to be better
prepared for the next large volcanic eruption. The VolRes group is composed of 120 scientists across the world aiming to coordinate a response plan
after the next large volcanic eruption using observational and modelling tools. Please contact Jean-Paul Vernier at NASA's Langley Research Center
(LaRC) and Claudia Timmreck from the Max Plank Institute (MPI) in Germany if you want to be part of this initiative and be informed through the
VolRes mailing list.
Information about working with
this wiki:

Ash cloud from the Mt Pinatubo eruption in June 1991, Philippines

Purpose of the Wiki
This wiki is intended strictly for
the use of sharing information
about NASA Earth Observing
Systems Data and Information
System (EOSDIS) topics. For
more information please click he
re .
We welcome your participation
and comments within Earthdata
Wiki.
Rules of Conduct
Earthdata Wiki is governed by
the general rules of respectful
civil discussion. EOSDIS may
monitor any user-generated
content as it chooses and
reserves the right to remove
content for any reason
whatsoever, without consent.
The following rules of conduct
are to be followed when using
the Earthdata Wiki. Breach of
these rules will result in users
loses privileges or being
banned permanently.
Participation requires a valid
Earthdata Login. Only approved
NASA users and affiliates will
be allowed to upload data. If a
wiki space becomes dormant
for a period of more than 2
years, ESDIS reserves the right
to delete/remove it.
In order to maintain an
environment where everyone is
welcome and discussion flows
freely, certain types of conduct
are prohibited on Earthdata
Wiki. Specifically restricted
conduct includes trolling,
flaming, ranting, personal
attacks, harassment, threats,
doxing, racism, discrimination,
hate speech, sexism,
spamming, off-topic posting,
pyramid quoting, rumor
mongering, impersonation,
advertising (including HTML
links and pictures), and linking
to applications or utilities of
uncertain intent.
In addition, the Earthdata Wiki
is not for discussion of real-life
current affairs, news, politics, or
religion. Discussion should
revolve around EOSDIS topics.
Specific content prohibited on
Earthdata Wiki includes
pornography, profanity, and real
money trading (RMT).

NASA makes no
representations or warranties
regarding the information
posted.
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